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This exhibition is called Resolution because we thought we’d be launching
2021 with it... we are but the selection was made in at the start of the year
and we are opening the show towards the end of April. The result is the
most eclectic show yet.
Technically Brilliant has continued to sell artists work throughout the lock
downs, work is listed on our website and is promoted through our Instagram
presence, but we know it’s our catalogues that most buyers use to shortlist
pieces they are most interested in. As things reopen we are going to
promote our artists to more galleries across the UK and Europe and we hope
to encourage more towns to start similar initiatives for themselves.
We are continually grateful to Golden Square for their support and Jo
Bramham Smith was commissioned to make a huge ‘Warrington Celebrates’
painting which now is displayed in Golden Square’s customer services office,
we have some prints for sale.
We still really enjoy being in the gallery and really enjoy talking to visitors
about the work, regardless of whether they’re buyers or not. We are very
proud that our gallery is often the first gallery people have visited and we
strive to make art accessible to all visitors of Golden Square. We have some
new volunteers and we are sure that they have the same Technically Brilliant
principles as us.

Matt George & Jo Bramham-Smith
Directors

Alan Snape
There is little likelihood of penguins meeting polar bears
apart from in a zoo. However with global warming who
knows? My fascination with hares goes back a long way
and was triggered when I saw one in the garden of Derek
Jarman in Kent.

Ally Noble
I work with fused glass and my inspiration is nature. So
combining glass and natural wood is a match made in
heaven! I work with a local driftwood artist Dave Watson,
and produce glass that is specific to each piece of wood.
He then mounts the glass into the wood to produce a
windowsill sculpture or a light. Each piece is unique. Each
sculpture looks different depending on the position it
stands in and how the light falls.

Amanda McIntyre
I’ve been a self employed artist now for a few years and
have loved drawing my Ladies.. but after many requests
along came my Mother & Baby Animal Collection, the
first of them being my elephants. The animals have been
a success and are well liked so thank you. But its now
back to my Ladies!

Andy Neal
My (ineffectual) shot for the left in the phony culture
wars – recast classic roles in films that ‘can only ever be
played by a man’ and give the parts to women.

Angela Coakley
I have used lockdown to explore my creativity. Starting
to enjoy the possibilities texture offers. My colour palette
is continuously evolving and I look for opportunities to
repurpose items I chance upon.

Ann-Marie Murgatroyd
These pictures, painted in the last two months, represent
my state of mind during this weird limbo year we’re
experiencing - dream-like, slightly mightmare-ish and
occasionally surreal ... and of course painted from home
(wearing gloves)

Caroline Benzies
I aim to capture the familiar in an unfamiliar way,
challenging the viewer to question what they see. My
work features the urban and rural landscapes, together
with more abstract images. I combine photographic
images with blended colours and textures to produce
truly unique and collectible items of photographic art.

Chris Rose
My obsession with toys has been a constant throughout
my life. I’ve collected figures from sci-fi films on and
off since I was six and I’ve always loved imagining
the “backstories’ of the characters, wondering what
happened once the main story had ended, or just making
up my own tales for them. I hope that my photos convey
these ideas.

Christopher Shaw
I am a painter from warrington town.the human figure
is the most prominent element in my work. existing to
represent the human condition, the role we play in the
world and the individual experience we are subjected to.
Figures take many forms attempting to answer some of
the most fundamental questions we have about life.

Chris Urwin
My 2D work focuses on the natural environment using
mark making, collage and texture with a muted colour
palette. I photograph and collect images of landscapes
to translate intoRocks abstract visions and forms.

Christina Hamilton
I have painted in various mediums for many years. Art
has been more relevant to people including myself in the
last months of intermittent confinement’s to the home ,
it can take your mind away from reality for a short time.
I paint portraits and various animals , I like to capture
their personality . I sometimes paint amusing subjects to
bring a smile and a memory to people .

Colin Stokes
I am self taught Artist , born and bred in Altrincham
Cheshire. My inspiration is taken from the natural world
and I strive to interpret a personal perspective from
those images. I work in various media including acrylics,
watercolour, inks, charcoal , and graphite.
I am currently exploring other media and mark making
techniques to express my work in a vibrant and textural
way.

Dana Constable
My art is varied in media and subject. I enjoy seeing
intriguing imagery in everyday moments.

David Hackett
These are I hope examples of ‘humble art’ - putting a
frame around and highlighting the everyday - witnessing
changes in man-made structures through time and
degradation and how life superimposes it’s own patterns
through growth and transformation

David Percival
Dave is a Warrington artist and is a member of
Warrington Art Group. He works mainly in watercolours
and pastels. The works submitted for this exhibition
are all pastels on black paper and convey atmospheric
nighttime scenes of bars and concerts, a reminder of the
good times we’re all missing.

David Richardson
I am an amateur portrait artist based in Manchester and
work primarily in charcoal, graphite and coloured pencil.
My inspiration comes from the things that interest me in
general and from popular culture. Drawing is in the first
instance my hobby and I absolutely love it.

Dawn Halliwell
I always loved drawing and then, 5 years ago, I took a 2
day oil painting course. From that moment on, I began
experimenting with different media; ink and pastels
being two of my favourites. My portraits and animal
paintings have been my most successful, but I do enjoy
the odd landscape too.

Dean Witham
I’m a self taught artist based in Warrington. After being
made redundant from my dream job and the isolation
of lockdown I had found the need to revisit and express
my feelings in art. Acrylic painting with palette knives,
brushes and a passion for colour in the modern home
evoked much needed enjoyment, exploration and
mindfulness.

Deborah
Deborah Warrington born in 1981. My work is inspired by
the thing I love, growing up surrounded by tremendous
beauty around the north was a huge inspiration and has
naturally drawn me to paint landscape, wildlife and I’ve
so many more ideas of what I would like to create I’m
excited where my art journey will take me. A picture is a
poem without words . - Horace

David Atkinson
I am a wood turner and qualified AWGB tutor, tuition
takes place in my spacious well equipped workshop. I
also do public/club demonstrations.
I am currently Chairman of Cheshire Guild of Wood
Turners Club.
My work varies from making pens, bowls, hollow form,
chairs, roof finials and anything that can be turned on a
lathe.

Dorothy Bramham
Dorothy enjoys working in a variety of media including
textiles, drawing, collage and painting. She especially
loves vibrant colour and this is frequently reflected in her
work. Dorothy is a member of Lymm Artists & Altrincham
Society of Artists, regukarly exhibiting with both groups.

Frances Broomfield
In Greek mythology the Golden Fleece represents both
the end goal of the Argonauts and the resolution needed
to obtain it. As an artist and illustrator I often take
inspiration from stories and fables such as this, which
reflect the process of creating a painting, an inner search
for a visible resolution.

Gaynor Green
Gaynor is a Lancashire based artist. She has explored
different styles and media in her work over the years.
Her source of inspiration for this exhibition is fashion.
Gaynor is inspired by the elegant era of the 1920’s/
1930’s, Art Deco period. The drawings of Josephine and
Geraldine were influenced by the film, ‘Some Like it Hot’

Geraldine Snape
These works are made from gatherings and collections
of my life and resolve many moments and feelings and
in particular the last nine months of unusual living for
everyone. They represent my enquiries into the works
of the Dutch artists of the 17thc. But also of 21stc
photographers’ momento mori ...e.g. Shawna Lemay etc.

Hannah Brown
I am a 21 year old Fine Artist currently exploring
veganism through animal portraiture; specifically farm
animals. Using a combination of acrylic paints, oil pastels
and metallic markers, I paint with the intention of
expressing the beauty I see in the animals that most take
pleasure in consuming.

Hayley Jeffers
I have been exploring working with acrylics and layers to
create depth in my work. I work intuitively responding
to initial marks and shapes to create semi abstract
landscapes of places I have an emotional connection
with.

Ian Dawber FSIAD
I am an elected member of the SIAD (the Society of
Illustrators, Artists and Designers) and a current member
of The Royal Glasgow Institute of the Fine Arts, Stockport
Art Guild and the Swinley Group and my paintings have
been exhibited throughout the UK

Jacqui Bassett
I am an oil and cold wax artist based in the beautiful
Lake District. My work explores our relationship to the
landscape and how when we stand in it we can so easily
become a part of it. My focus is always atmospheric
skies: how they meet and meld with the earth creating
mystery, mood, and moments of light.

Jane Fraser
I am a painter based in Altrincham, working in various
media including oils, acrylic, pastels and mixed media.
My main inspiration is the landscape, both rural and
urban My subjects range from the farmland of Cheshire
to the wild grandeur of the Peaks and Lakes, and the
spectacular cityscapes of Liverpool and Manchester.

Janet Howkins
I am a decay & botanical mixed media artist based in
Creative Spin Studios, Leigh Spinners Mill. My work is
largely inspired from the intricacies of decay, places I
visit and residual memories. My latest work is a collection
of time capsules from significant moments during
lockdown. Botanicals are collected from sites visited and
each piece holds the emotional affects from lockdown.

Jim Housley
I am a self taught artist, working mainly in Acrylic on
wood, but do work in other forms. Specialist areas are
Portraits, Rugby League players and dogs, I usually cut
out the wood to the profile of the subject, the artwork
can be hung straight onto a wall.

Jo Bramham Smith
I am an abstract artist whose work is all about colour.
I constantly develop my style and methods to paint in
ways to express thoughts and emotions about places.

Jo Degenhart
As an Artist and Printmaker, I enjoy exploring our
relationship with nature and try to evoke childhood
memories of escaping into the wilderness through my
work.
By gradually building up the layers and using
experimental mark making, my work tells a story. During
the pandemic I tried to express my longing for wide
open spaces while being kept safe inside.

Joan Blease
I feel that I have an artists eye and have loved drawing
for as long as I can remember and discovering digital
photography helped broaden my artistic horizons. I enjoy
the freedom the camera brings to my world and I feel
I can do more with a pixel then I could ever do with a
paint brush .
So to sum up, I really enjoy blurring the boundaries of
where painting and photography meet.

Joanne Fernside
My current work is inspired by objects found on the
coastline. The ceramic forms are all one off pieces
which are hand coiled. I create my own unique glazes,
displaying the effect of reflections in water. Each piece
takes on it’s own form; I find this particularly stimulating
as it makes my art individual with people wanting to look
closely at the intricate surfaces.

John Mulraney
My work is very eclectic from abstracts and landscapes
to Dark/Gothic and the Comos. I just try to create
thought provoking art that make each veiwer have a
diffent vision and thought to the next.

Judith Booth
I’m a retired GP from Warrington and discovered my love
of painting 3 years ago. I found an emotional connection
to portraiture which grew from the close observation of
people as part of my job. I use oils, pastel and charcoal in
a realist style and timeless manner to reveal the genuine
character of my subjects.

June Hamilton-Hall
I work in a variety of mediums, whether painting
landscapes, cityscapes, seascapes, flowers or even rusty
old locks.
I am at my happiest with a paintbrush in my hand. Loving
colour, I attempt to convey its illusive quality.
I hope I can provide you with a little of my joy.

Justin P Smith
I am an amateur self-taught artist based in St Helens.
I enjoy painting and pencil drawing. I am interested in
creating figurative and abstracted images which hint at
their sometimes indeterminate natural origins. I enjoy
painting with bright colours and I like to allow the marks
to find their own direction.

Kathleen McAvoy
I explore different ways to add colour and texture to my
glass vessels.

Katie Patel
Exploration of colour is central to my work. My passions
are landscapes and urban scenes which I generally paint
in acrylic or gouache, using brushes, palette knives and
pens. Allowing my work to develop intuitively, the results
range from representational to abstract.

Laura Gibbons
Nature is essential to my creative thinking; surrounded
by towering trees and overwhelmed by the timeless
qualities of the forest and the wildlife that inhabits it.
My love of nature and interest in mythology infuses my
art with a characteristic glow and invites you to take a
glance into the ethereal beauty of the natural world.

Leslie Robinson
I am an artist from Gatley in South Manchester. As
a retired diagnostic radiographer I have a passion
for painting the human form although I also paint
landscapes and flowers. My earlier work was very
representation but I’m moving more towards abstract
pieces and bold colours, influenced by such great
artists and current tutors as Louise Fletcher and Charla
Maarschalk. To bring joy is my overarching aim.

Lisa Watson
My background is in textiles. I originally studied
embroidery at Manchester Poly which back in the day
included a strong painting and drawing stream to the
degree. Currently I run my own Made in GB home textiles
business, but following my decision to pursue an arts
career, painting has always been integral to my being
and breathing.

Louise Brandwood Price
I am a local, mixed media artist, creator, Upcycler &
allotmenteer working from Leigh Spinners Mill, leigh.
Dedicated to my art & to my collecting in a simple, old
fashion way

Mary Atherton
I am primarily a landscape painter working mainly
acrylics. My paintings are an emotional response to what
I see or how I feel, no matter where I happen to be. I love
to experiment with different media and explore different
subject matter often working towards abstraction. My
sketchbooks play a crucial role in my artistic journey.

Melanie Heaps
Rolling paper is therapeutic and the contrasting
colours bring joy. A little piece of me time in my busy
homeschooling mummy life.

Michael Grice
Doncaster born and bred, Retired Architect , 30 years
based in Altrincham Greater Manchester
AS in Photography at South Trafford Coilege. Completed
the Photography Institute on-line photography course.
Art Exploration at Technically Brilliant , Warrington
Inspired by Urban environment and pop culture.

Narissa Cargill Thompson
Nerissa’s work highlights the issue of plastic pollution
inviting us to consider the packaging we use & discard
on a daily basis. Her sculptures explore the permanence
of disposables, combining embellished recycled
textiles, particularly old clothes, with cement. Naturally
inspired textures emphasise the way our waste becomes
subsumed into the environment. Will you give up
disposables?

Olga Gerke
I am Manchester based artist and I use mostly large scale
watercolour.

Oliwia Pacewicz
Young artist, currently studying fine art at University

Pat Brown
I’ve always loved painting and drawing and do indeed
have a real need to it. My main inspirations are
landscape and seascape., always trying to capture their
changing colours ,shapes and textures.
I paint in oils acrylic and mixed media in a semi abstract
manner ,building texture using brushes knives , rags and
whatever else is handy.

Patricia Lee
My work is an expression of who I am.
Sometimes it’s a simple thought or an image created in
mosaic.
Sometimes it’s about stretching my knowledge and the
capabilities of the medium when fired in a kiln.
Always it’s about the unique qualities if my chosen
medium: glass.

Paul Boczek (BOZ)
Photography is still my main thing, but I’m starting to
experiment with other mediums.. So maybe I’m just a
confused creative...

Paul Ellams
I love creating pieces of art that feel full of energy and
life. I paint using acrylic paints using a glazing method
which allows the colours to change with the light.
Recently I’ve started painting on carved wood to bring
more depth to my works.

Paul Price
The images I am currently drawn towards, after
seemingly endless months of lockdown, reflect the
warmth, colour and freedom of time spent in faraway
places, and the special memories associated with them.
I work with acrylic paints and am endeavouring to bring
even more light to my paintings, along with a slightly
looser feel.

Paul Wilkins
After graduating from Sunderland University I worked
as an artist in residence at Shevington High school.
Concentrating on ceramics while teaching small groups
of children various techniques. The work I’m producing at
the moment is abstract landscape acrylic paintings, this
combines different views of the countryside, industrial
and construction.

Pauline Wiltshire
Pauline Wiltshire is a 62 year old mixed media artist, with
studios at Vernon Mill and at home. She used to be a
senior biomedical scientist in virology, but decided to
paint full time 10 years ago. She has been painting for 27
years and in that time her work has changed extensively
from fairly representational to more simplified works

Pedro Pontes
My works deal with displacement. Searching solidity,
finding none, as Bauman said. Rebellion searching for
stability, chaos searching for order, Brazilian yet English,
tropical sun and British snow; the man celebrating his
roots yet spawning something new. Super Ego and Id.
Celebrating that very impossibility, because humans are
always displaced.

Porcelina
An artist from the planet Neptune, but travels to find a
home. Paints as a hobby and has loved to share it with
others over the years.

Ray Banton
I am a borne again artist in Lymm who has never
exhibited before, but having gained my GCE in Advanced
Level Art in 1959 I then worked in industry for 53 years
before taking up art again, I have now completed around
15 Watercolour paintings generally of scenes local to
Lymm, Thelwall and Chester, and more recently during
lockdown I have tried my hand with a few quirky style Oil
/ Acrylic Paintings

Ri Howard
My aim has been to capture the true image of the city of
Manchester through drawing, painting and observation.
Due to this project taking place in winter, I was working
with quite a cold and gloomy atmosphere in the city,
which I wanted to portray in my work.

Roger Coasby
I have always been interested in art: drawing, ceramics
and photography; but I only took up painting in 2012
and now work mainly in acrylics and watercolour. My
inspiration is how human activity interacts with nature
within the landscape.

Sam McIntyre
I’m a full-time 2nd year student studying Fine Art at
Liverpool Hope university. These paintings represent
my reflections on lockdown. How time feels distorted
and out of reach, how I feel suspended in that time with
no control and how I feel my coping mechanisms are
draining away. Well, that’s the deep, darker meaning of
them for university anyway.

Sarah Morley
Sarah is a professional artist who works expressively
in range of media, but mainly oil or charcoal. Sarah’s
inspiration is from her experience of the world around
her. Light and texture are important in Sarah’s work.

Shona Wright
I have provided a very varied cross-section of my artwork
to submit to the resolution exhibition. This is the first
time I have exhibited any of my art work. I am truly
passionate about all genres of art, and have been excited
by art since a very early age and I regularly visit different
exhibition at art galleries to obtain inspiration . I try to
encourage other people to become interested in art.

Simon Hardcastle
From an old love of working wood by hand and a new
love of stained glass, my sculptures, not seen in public
before, use old timber “saved from the skip” to work with
the colours and textures of the glass. This creates both a
tactile and visual piece, forever changing in the ambient
light and always inspirational.

Simone Cobbold
My work is influenced by organic forms and patterns
found in the landscape and the human body. My
sculptural work refers to the female form, I am interested
in the things we try to hide, cover up, our flaws. Often its
these flaws that define us, they are what’s beautiful and
tell our story.

Sue Pritchard
I have always drawn and painted from an early age but
over the past year or so I have developed an interest
in crafts such as weaving, macrame and making small
wooden houses. I am at my most happiest and content
when creating.

Sue Taylor
Attracted to colour and inspired by nature, I am rarely
seen without some sort of camera. I take picture of weird
and wonderful things and then alchemise them!

Suzanne Bethel
A contemporary, visual artist interested in the power
of colour, coupled with mark making, to affect mood
and mind state, my work is abstract, experimental and
intuitive. The best pieces arise when creating in a state of
flow.
A finalist at HOME (2020) my work is currently in the
RWA open, Manchester Gallery’s online shop and the
Porthminster Gallery, St Ives.

T3 (Todd)
I’m an Artist/Printmaker.

The ArtSmith
I am a mixed media artist living in Leigh. My work is
primarily based on emotions evoked by the natural
world. My work is unique and experimental. I love to
discover new ways to portray experiences that we can all
relate to.

Tim Grundy
Fresh from the frozen wastelands of the TAG-6 Workshop
for the non-apparent betterment of artistic culture.

Tracey Hollis Rowe
Tracey is a Contemporary Landscape Artist based at
Creative Spin Studios, Leigh Spinners Mill. Tracey’s
compositions are from memory - echoes of places
roamed, mountains hiked and nature explored translated
into a painting the viewer can connect with. A view with a
sense of familiarity about it, a place they have been to or
somewhere that reminds them of home.

Ursula Grice
Woman of Kent , from Tonbridge. Degree in Economic
History at Leicester University. Retired Civil Servant ,
having worked in Stretford , Manchester and Chorlton.
Volunteer at Community Education Department ,
Manchester Art Gallery.
Regular Market Stall holder at Altrincham Market ,
producing Cushions and Artworks as Ursula Maria Crafts

Warren Green
My artistic journey began around the age of seven. I have
no set theme to my work, and love to experiment with
various subject matter, whether its a cityscape, portrait or
abstract etc.

Wendy Brunt
Based in Warrington. I’m inspired by the beauty we have
all around us and want people to smile when they view
my work. I have an impressionistic style and love colour,
light and texture. Oils and acrylics on canvas and the
countryside and seaside dominate my work. Intuitive
in the creation of the artwork from memory and the
photographs I take.

William Swindlehurst
Will Swindlehurst lives in Cheshire, England. I enjoy using
line to provide structure, and this approach has been a
continuing theme in my work.
Much of my work has been produced using pen/ink and
monochrome pencil. More recently I have incorporated
watercolour into lifework and have been experimenting
with a more dynamic line style.

Zoltan Romvari
I’m a freelance photographer from Warrington. My art is
free and unbound.

Matt George
A mixed media artist, animator and game designer.
Worked as a comercial designer in advertising for years,
then as an art and technology teacher in Pupil Referal
Units, young offenders institutions, Special Schools
and mainstream. Interested in the role of painting or
sculpture in the covid age, where everything has been
done and nothing is new, if you choose to believe it ;)
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It’s never too late to have the smile you
always wanted. Lymm Dental Practice has a
team of dedicated and conscientious staff,
who spend time learning and applying
the very latest technological advances to
provide patients with the highest level of
care. Due to our new scheduling system we
are able to offer new patient registrations.
Lymm dental offer the highest quality
range of cosmetic and dental treatments.
Smile makeovers provide you with all of
the options to have the smile you want,
tooth whitening to adult orthodontics,
dental implants, cosmetic remodelling and
veneers.
I’ve been a patient of Lymm Dental Practice for about 4 years. Previously, I’d avoided
the dentist for almost 15 years. I was anxious that I’d neglected treatment for so long
that I would be facing a world of pain and expense but everything was corrected
quickly and efficiently, without a huge cost. Now, I keep my regular check ups
with the friendly staff and everything is easily managed.
The service is fantastic and there are insurance policies to spread the cost.
Honestly, I don’t know why I left it so long, I’m really happy with all the treatment and
advice I’ve received.

Lymm Dental Practice Limited, Henry Street, Lymm, Cheshire, WA13 0LS
www.Lymm.Dental

01925 756690

Thanks to all the staff and
management of Golden Square
for their continued support

Please contact Jo@technicallybrilliant.art
or visit www.technicallybrilliant.art
@technicallybrilliant

